The purpose of the present study was to verify the effectiveness of dry laser peening (DryLP), which is the peening technique without a sacrificial overlay under atmospheric conditions using femtosecond laser pulses on the mechanical properties such as hardness, residual stress, and fatigue performance of laser-welded 2024 aluminum alloy containing welding defects such as undercuts and blowholes. After DryLP treatment of the laser-welded 2024 aluminum alloy, the softened weld metal recovered to the original hardness of base metal, while residual tensile stress in the weld metal and heat-affected zone changed to compressive stresses. As a result, DryLP treatment improved the fatigue performances of welded specimens with and without the weld reinforcement almost equally. The fatigue life almost doubled at a stress amplitude of 180 MPa and increased by a factor of more than 50 at 120 MPa. DryLP was found to be more effective for improving the fatigue performance of laser-welded aluminum specimens with welding defects at lower stress amplitudes, as stress concentration at the defects did not significantly influence the fatigue performance.
Introduction
Laser peening (LP), or laser shock peening (LSP), is a surface treatment method used to improve mechanical properties, such as fatigue performance and corrosion resistance, by hardening the material and adding compressive residual stresses on the surfaces via a laser-driven shock wave that causes plastic deformation of the material [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In recent years, the application of LP has been extended to the aerospace, nuclear, automotive, and biomedical industries [6] . The LP process can efficiently induce plasticity because of the high-strain-rate deformation caused by shock compression. Unlike other A single-mode fiber laser (IPG Photonics, YLS-2000-SM, Japan, wavelength: 1070 nm, CW) was used for full-penetration bead-on-plate welding of the aluminum alloy, as shown in Figure 1a . The fiber Metals 2019, 9, 1192 3 of 13 diameter was 14 µm and we used a laser power of 2.0 kW. The laser was focused on the alloy surface with a spot size of 54 µm. Ar was used for shielding gas with a flow rate of 30 L/min. A welding speed of 2.5 m/min was used. The top and bottom surfaces of the laser-welded specimens were observed using an optical digital microscopy (Hirox, KH-7700, Japan). The cross-section of the weld bead was observed using optical microscopy (Olympus, SZX7, Tokyo, Japan).
used for full-penetration bead-on-plate welding of the aluminum alloy, as shown in Figure 1a . The fiber diameter was 14 µm and we used a laser power of 2.0 kW. The laser was focused on the alloy surface with a spot size of 54 µm. Ar was used for shielding gas with a flow rate of 30 L/min. A welding speed of 2.5 m/min was used. The top and bottom surfaces of the laser-welded specimens were observed using an optical digital microscopy (Hirox, KH-7700, Japan). The cross-section of the weld bead was observed using optical microscopy (Olympus, SZX7, Tokyo, Japan).
Then, the laser-welded specimens were subjected to DryLP in air. The peening was performed 15 months after welding to allow the completion of natural aging. As shown in Figure 1b ,c, femtosecond laser pulses with a wavelength of 800 nm, pulse duration of 130 fs, and pulse energy of 0.6 mJ (Spectra-Physics, Spitfire, Japan) were focused using a plano-convex lens with focal length of 70 mm onto the specimen. The laser pulses were overlapped, with a coverage of 692%, which was shown to be the most effective condition for DryLP of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy [9] . A detailed description of the DryLP process was provided in the previous study. Then, the laser-welded specimens were subjected to DryLP in air. The peening was performed 15 months after welding to allow the completion of natural aging. As shown in Figure 1b ,c, femtosecond laser pulses with a wavelength of 800 nm, pulse duration of 130 fs, and pulse energy of 0.6 mJ (Spectra-Physics, Spitfire, Japan) were focused using a plano-convex lens with focal length of 70 mm onto the specimen. The laser pulses were overlapped, with a coverage of 692%, which was shown to be the most effective condition for DryLP of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy [9] . A detailed description of the DryLP process was provided in the previous study.
For the preparation of specimens for hardness tests, the weld reinforcement was removed and electropolished in 20% sulfuric acid-methanol electrolyte for 30 s to remove the work-strained layer before DryLP treatment. The hardness of the top surface was measured using a Vickers hardness tester (Mitsutoyo, HM-221, Kawasaki, Japan) with a load of 1.96 N and loading time of 15 s.
For the preparation of specimens for residual stress measurement, DryLP treatment was conducted on as-welded specimens without removing the weld reinforcement. Depth profiling of the residual stress which was normal to the weld bead in the specimens was conducted nondestructively using the BL22XU beamline at SPring-8 [32] , using the strain scanning method [33] with monochromatic X-rays with a photon energy of 30.013 keV, as shown in Figure 2 . A CdTe detector was used for the measurements. The residual stress σ was estimated using σ = E(d − d 0 )/d 0 , where E is the Young's modulus of 61.7 GPa, d is the d-spacing of the (311) plane of aluminum in the welded or DryLPed specimens, and d 0 is the d-spacing of the (311) plane in the BM of 0.12196 nm. The d-spacing of the (311) plane parallel to the weld bead in the gauge volume was measured, as shown in Figure 2a ,b. The widths of both the incident and receiving slits were 0.2 mm. For the surface measurements, the heights of these slits were 50 µm. For depth profiling, the slit heights, which determine the depth resolution, were 10 µm from the surface to a depth of 40 µm, and the slit heights were 30 µm deeper than a depth of 40 µm. The d-spacings of the (311) plane of the WM, below the weld toe, and in the HAZ were measured, as shown in Figure 2c . For the preparation of specimens for hardness tests, the weld reinforcement was removed and electropolished in 20% sulfuric acid-methanol electrolyte for 30 s to remove the work-strained layer before DryLP treatment. The hardness of the top surface was measured using a Vickers hardness tester (Mitsutoyo, HM-221, Kawasaki, Japan) with a load of 1.96 N and loading time of 15 s.
For the preparation of specimens for residual stress measurement, DryLP treatment was conducted on as-welded specimens without removing the weld reinforcement. Depth profiling of the residual stress which was normal to the weld bead in the specimens was conducted nondestructively using the BL22XU beamline at SPring-8 [32] , using the strain scanning method [33] with monochromatic X-rays with a photon energy of 30.013 keV, as shown in Figure 2 . A CdTe detector was used for the measurements. The residual stress σ was estimated using
E is the Young's modulus of 61.7 GPa, d is the d-spacing of the (311) plane of aluminum in the welded or DryLPed specimens, and d0 is the d-spacing of the (311) plane in the BM of 0.12196 nm. The dspacing of the (311) plane parallel to the weld bead in the gauge volume was measured, as shown in Figures 2a and b . The widths of both the incident and receiving slits were 0.2 mm. For the surface measurements, the heights of these slits were 50 µm. For depth profiling, the slit heights, which determine the depth resolution, were 10 µm from the surface to a depth of 40 µm, and the slit heights were 30 µm deeper than a depth of 40 µm. The d-spacings of the (311) plane of the WM, below the weld toe, and in the HAZ were measured, as shown in Figure 2c . Four kinds of specimens for fatigue testing were prepared: (i) As-welded specimen; (ii) reinforcement-removed welded specimen; (iii) DryLPed welded specimen; and (iv) DryLPed reinforcement-removed welded specimen. The stress concentration influenced the fatigue properties of the as-welded specimen due to both reinforcements and undercuts. Hence, to investigate the stress concentration only influenced by the undercuts, the reinforcements were removed. The reinforcements were removed using diamond pastes with a particle size of 1 µm. These specimens were cut from the laser-welded specimen, as shown in Figure 1a . DryLP was conducted on both surfaces of the laser-welded specimen, as shown in Figure 1b . Plane bending fatigue tests (PBF-30, Four kinds of specimens for fatigue testing were prepared: (i) As-welded specimen; (ii) reinforcement-removed welded specimen; (iii) DryLPed welded specimen; and (iv) DryLPed reinforcement-removed welded specimen. The stress concentration influenced the fatigue properties of the as-welded specimen due to both reinforcements and undercuts. Hence, to investigate the stress concentration only influenced by the undercuts, the reinforcements were removed. The reinforcements were removed using diamond pastes with a particle size of 1 µm. These specimens were cut from the laser-welded specimen, as shown in Figure 1a . DryLP was conducted on both surfaces of the laser-welded specimen, as shown in Figure 1b . Plane bending fatigue tests (PBF-30, Tokyo Koki, Tokyo, Japan) were conducted at a cyclic speed of 1400 cycles/min with a constant strain amplitude and a stress ratio of R = −1 in air at room temperature based on Little's method [34] . The stress ratio of R = −1 was selected to indicate the effectiveness of the DryLP more clearly because both surfaces were treated. The fracture surfaces were observed using optical microscopy (Olympus, SZX7, Tokyo, Japan) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi, S-3000H, Tokyo, Japan).
The microstructures were observed to estimate dislocation densities in the specimens using a transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL JEM-2010, Tokyo, Japan) with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. For TEM observations, a small piece of the cross-section was thinned using a 30-keV-focused Ga-ion beam (Hitachi, FB-2000A, Tokyo, Japan).
Results and Discussion

Laser Welding
Optical microscopy images of the top and bottom rear surfaces of the laser-welded specimens are shown in Figure 3a ,b. Although no cracks were observed on the surfaces, some pores existed on the top surface and some undercuts (indicated by yellow arrows in the figures) were found on both surfaces. The cross-section of the weld bead shows that full-penetration welding was achieved, where the reinforcement did not show any cracks ( Figure 3c ). The bead widths on the top and rear surfaces were around 2.0 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively. The optical microscopy image of the bottom surface of the reinforcement-removed welded specimen is shown in Figure 3d , where the yellow arrows indicate the undercuts.
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Laser Welding
Optical microscopy images of the top and bottom rear surfaces of the laser-welded specimens are shown in Figure 3a and b. Although no cracks were observed on the surfaces, some pores existed on the top surface and some undercuts (indicated by yellow arrows in the figures) were found on both surfaces. The cross-section of the weld bead shows that full-penetration welding was achieved, where the reinforcement did not show any cracks (Figure 3c ). The bead widths on the top and rear surfaces were around 2.0 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively. The optical microscopy image of the bottom surface of the reinforcement-removed welded specimen is shown in Figure 3d , where the yellow arrows indicate the undercuts. 
Hardness
The results of the hardness tests for the samples with the reinforcement removed are shown in Figure 4 . Before DryLP, the hardness of the BM was 138 HV, while that on the surface of the WM was 
The results of the hardness tests for the samples with the reinforcement removed are shown in Figure 4 . Before DryLP, the hardness of the BM was 138 HV, while that on the surface of the WM was 100 HV. It was reported that this decrease in hardness is due to i) the segregation of the strengthening elements such as magnesium, copper, and their intermetallic compounds; ii) formation and growth of non-strengthening coarse precipitates; iii) dissolution of strengthening precipitates; iv) uniform re-distribution of precipitating elements; and v) vaporization of low boiling point magnesium during heating and the following freezing due to the fast cooling rates [35] [36] [37] , resulting in fewer precipitates being formed, even after natural aging for 15 months. The hardness of the HAZ in this specimen was around 130 HV (similar to the BM) because of the dissolution of precipitates and overaging [35, 38] . After DryLP, the hardness of all areas of the sample increased compared to that of the as-welded sample. The hardness of the WM was similar to that of the BM before peening, while the hardness of the HAZ and BM after DryLP was around 178 HV.
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Residual Stress
Residual stress curves of the top surface before and after DryLP treatment of the laser-welded specimens are shown in Figure 5a . The residual stress in the WM and HAZ areas of the as-welded specimen were tensile, while other areas had compressive stresses, which is a typical residual stress distribution for welded joints. This tensile residual surface stress in the WM and HAZ areas changed to compressive stress after DryLP treatment, while the magnitude of the compressive residual stresses outside these areas increased. The depth profiles of the residual stress in the WM, below the weld toe, and in the HAZ before and after DryLP treatment are shown in Figure 5b -d. The tensile residual stresses in the WM, below the weld toe, and in the HAZ were observed to a depth of ~300 µm from the weld center in the as-welded specimen. These tensile residual stresses inside the material between the surface and a depth of ~100 µm changed to compressive stresses after DryLP, which is comparable to the thickness of the compressive layer in the DryLPed BM [9] . 
Residual stress curves of the top surface before and after DryLP treatment of the laser-welded specimens are shown in Figure 5a . The residual stress in the WM and HAZ areas of the as-welded specimen were tensile, while other areas had compressive stresses, which is a typical residual stress distribution for welded joints. This tensile residual surface stress in the WM and HAZ areas changed to compressive stress after DryLP treatment, while the magnitude of the compressive residual stresses outside these areas increased. The depth profiles of the residual stress in the WM, below the weld toe, and in the HAZ before and after DryLP treatment are shown in Figure 5b -d. The tensile residual stresses in the WM, below the weld toe, and in the HAZ were observed to a depth of~300 µm from the weld center in the as-welded specimen. These tensile residual stresses inside the material between the surface and a depth of~100 µm changed to compressive stresses after DryLP, which is comparable to the thickness of the compressive layer in the DryLPed BM [9] . 
Fatigue Performance
The results of the fatigue tests are shown in Figure 6 . The fitted curves for each specimen were obtained using Stromeyer's expression,
is the number of cycles to failure, and a, b, and c are the fitting parameters. The fatigue performances of the as-welded specimens with and without reinforcement were worse than that of the BM. Although the fatigue lives of these specimens at a stress amplitude of 180 MPa were almost the same, that of the reinforcement-removed welded specimen was shorter than that of the as-welded specimen at 120 MPa. After DryLP treatment, the fatigue performances of the specimens with and without reinforcement were enhanced to a similar degree. The fatigue life increased by a factor of almost two at a stress amplitude of 180 MPa and more than 50 times at 120 MPa, which indicates that the DryLP treatment is more effective at lower stress amplitudes. The fracture surfaces of samples broken at 120 MPa and 180 MPa are shown in Figure 7 , where the red arrows indicate crack initiation sites. The crack initiation sites for any specimens, such as aswelded and reinforcement-removed specimens before and after DryLP treatment, are undercuts, not blowholes. The fractures initiated at the boundary between the WM and HAZ for all specimens, regardless of DryLP treatment or the existence of weld reinforcement. Cracks initiated at undercuts are shown in the magnified views of the surfaces in Figure 7g . 
The results of the fatigue tests are shown in Figure 6 . The fitted curves for each specimen were obtained using Stromeyer's expression, log(σ − a) = −b log N + c, where σ is the stress amplitude, N is the number of cycles to failure, and a, b, and c are the fitting parameters. The fatigue performances of the as-welded specimens with and without reinforcement were worse than that of the BM. Although the fatigue lives of these specimens at a stress amplitude of 180 MPa were almost the same, that of the reinforcement-removed welded specimen was shorter than that of the as-welded specimen at 120 MPa. After DryLP treatment, the fatigue performances of the specimens with and without reinforcement were enhanced to a similar degree. The fatigue life increased by a factor of almost two at a stress amplitude of 180 MPa and more than 50 times at 120 MPa, which indicates that the DryLP treatment is more effective at lower stress amplitudes. The fracture surfaces of samples broken at 120 MPa and 180 MPa are shown in Figure 7 , where the red arrows indicate crack initiation sites. The crack initiation sites for any specimens, such as as-welded and reinforcement-removed specimens before and after DryLP treatment, are undercuts, not blowholes. The fractures initiated at the boundary between the WM and HAZ for all specimens, regardless of DryLP treatment or the existence of weld reinforcement. Cracks initiated at undercuts are shown in the magnified views of the surfaces in Figure 7g . 
Microstructure in WM
Bright-field TEM images of the region ~10 µm below the surface in the WM of as-welded and DryLPed specimens (with reinforcement) are shown in Figure 8 
Bright-field TEM images of the region~10 µm below the surface in the WM of as-welded and DryLPed specimens (with reinforcement) are shown in Figure 8 . The incident electron beam direction was nearly parallel to the [110] direction of Al, where the {111} reflection of Al was excited. The dislocations were observed as the darker areas. The dislocation density was estimated using Keh's equation, ρ = (n 1 /L 1 + n 2 /L 2 )/t, where ρ is the dislocation density, n 1 and n 2 is the number of intersection points between the dislocation lines and the vertical and horizontal grid lines drawn on the TEM image, respectively, L 1 and L 2 is the total length of the vertical and horizontal grid lines, respectively, and t is the thickness of the TEM sample [39] . The dislocation densities of these samples before and after DryLP treatment were estimated as 1.0 × 10 14 m −2 and 5.1 × 10 14 m −2 , respectively. This indicates that DryLP plastically deformed the WM, resulting in hardening and inducing compressive residual stress. intersection points between the dislocation lines and the vertical and horizontal grid lines drawn on the TEM image, respectively, L1 and L2 is the total length of the vertical and horizontal grid lines, respectively, and t is the thickness of the TEM sample [39] . The dislocation densities of these samples before and after DryLP treatment were estimated as 1.0 × 10 14 m −2 and 5.1 × 10 14 m −2 , respectively. This indicates that DryLP plastically deformed the WM, resulting in hardening and inducing compressive residual stress. 
Effect of Welding Defects on Fatigue Performance
During fatigue tests, cracks initiated from undercuts at the weld toe, owing to the reduced hardness and tensile residual stress which remained after welding. The fatigue performances of the as-welded specimens with and without reinforcement were comparable at a stress amplitude of 180 MPa, indicating that the stress concentration at undercuts has a greater influence on fatigue performance than stress concentration at the weld toe. The fatigue life of the specimen with the reinforcement removed was shorter than that of the as-welded specimen at a stress amplitude of 120 MPa. Small blowholes were observed in the fracture surface of the specimen without reinforcement, which were expected to influence the fatigue performance at lower stress amplitudes. Welding defects, such as undercuts and blowholes, in addition to softening or tensile residual stress, decreased the fatigue life of the welded specimens.
The fatigue performances of the specimens with and without reinforcement after DryLP treatment were improved compared to the equivalent specimens before DryLP treatment, attributed to hardening of the WM up to the value of the original BM and the introduction of compressive residual stress. The fatigue lives of both specimens after DryLP treatment were significantly increased compared to that of the unpeened welded specimens at lower stress amplitudes. Blowhole defects can lead to stress concentration. However, their contribution is very small, as these features are generally spherical. In addition, the stress concentration at undercuts is smaller at lower stress amplitudes. Therefore, the effect of positive factors induced by DryLP, such as hardening and compressive residual stress, was larger than that of the negative factors, such as stress concentration at undercuts and blowholes at lower stress amplitudes. In addition, for gas metal arc welding lap fillet joint in GA 590 MPa steel sheets, the blowholes in the WM did not significantly affect the fatigue life at relatively lower stress amplitudes, although the fatigue life decreased in the presence of blowholes and surface pores [40] . Overall, DryLP effectively improved the fatigue performance of laser-welded specimens containing welding defects at lower stress amplitudes. 
The fatigue performances of the specimens with and without reinforcement after DryLP treatment were improved compared to the equivalent specimens before DryLP treatment, attributed to hardening of the WM up to the value of the original BM and the introduction of compressive residual stress. The fatigue lives of both specimens after DryLP treatment were significantly increased compared to that of the unpeened welded specimens at lower stress amplitudes. Blowhole defects can lead to stress concentration. However, their contribution is very small, as these features are generally spherical. In addition, the stress concentration at undercuts is smaller at lower stress amplitudes. Therefore, the effect of positive factors induced by DryLP, such as hardening and compressive residual stress, was larger than that of the negative factors, such as stress concentration at undercuts and blowholes at lower stress amplitudes. In addition, for gas metal arc welding lap fillet joint in GA 590 MPa steel sheets, the blowholes in the WM did not significantly affect the fatigue life at relatively lower stress amplitudes, although the fatigue life decreased in the presence of blowholes and surface pores [40] . Overall, DryLP effectively improved the fatigue performance of laser-welded specimens containing welding defects at lower stress amplitudes.
Plastic Deformation Induced by Femtosecond Laser-Driven Shock Wave
When a peak pressure of a shock wave exceeds a threshold that depends on a material, the pressure increases as a function of the time or the travel distance exhibits a single structure, where the plastic component overtakes the elastic component. The threshold stress for aluminum when the single structure of the shock front is clearly formed is 25 GPa [41] . It was reported that the single structure was observed in the surface layer of 500 nm in pure aluminum, which was irradiated using the intensity of 8.7 × 10 12 W/cm 2 with the pulse duration of 150 fs [42] . Therefore, the shock wave with a single structure over 25 GPa should be driven and propagated in the 2024 aluminum alloy, which was irradiated at the intensity of 1.2 × 10 14 W/cm 2 with the pulse duration of 130 fs in this research.
It was empirically observed that the strain rate η of the shock wave with the single structure was proportional to the fourth-power of the shock stress σ [43, 44] . For the aluminum alloy, η = 9100σ 4 has been reported [41] . Therefore, the strain rate η of 3.5 × 10 9 s −1 was obtained for the shock stress of 25 GPa. The dimensionless Bland number B = 3hsη/8c was defined [43] , where h is the sample thickness, c is the bulk sound velocity under normal pressure, and s is the slope of the u p -u s relation, u s = c + su p , where u p is the particle velocity and u s is the shock velocity. When B is greater than 1, steady-wave conditions are expected [41] . The thickness h was estimated to be 3.0 µm for B = 1, η = 3.5 × 10 9 s −1 , s = 1.338, c = 5.328 km/s [45] . Therefore, the shock wave with the single structure propagates in the surface layer of 3.0 µm. The single structure splits into two structures, elastic and plastic waves, at the depth of 3.0 µm, and the shock wave with the two-wave structure propagates into the deeper region. Figure 9 shows the hardness in the BM region in the DryLPed 2024 aluminum alloy as a function of the depth measured using nanoindentation (ELIONIX, ENT-1100a, Japan) with an applied load of 1 mN and loading time of 2 s. The increase in hardness is more significant at a depth of 3 µm from the surface rather than depths of 3-20 µm, although the hardness increased in the surface layer with 20 µm thickness. The thickness of the significantly hardened layer of 3 µm corresponds to the thickness of 3.0 µm where the shock wave with the single structure propagates. This implies that the single structure induces plastic deformation more effectively, thereby increasing the hardness. A high-density-dislocation structure, shown in Figure 8a , was formed in a layer where the shock wave with the single structure propagates, because dislocation generation, rather than dislocation multiplication, was dominant [9, 10, 46] . 
It was empirically observed that the strain rate η of the shock wave with the single structure was proportional to the fourth-power of the shock stress σ [43, 44] . For the aluminum alloy, η = 9100σ 4 has been reported [41] . Therefore, the strain rate η of 3.5 × 10 9 s −1 was obtained for the shock stress of 25 GPa. The dimensionless Bland number B = 3hsη/8c was defined [43] , where h is the sample thickness, c is the bulk sound velocity under normal pressure, and s is the slope of the up-us relation, us = c + sup, where up is the particle velocity and us is the shock velocity. When B is greater than 1, steady-wave conditions are expected [41] . The thickness h was estimated to be 3.0 µm for B = 1, η = 3.5 × 10 9 s −1 , s = 1.338, c = 5.328 km/s [45] . Therefore, the shock wave with the single structure propagates in the surface layer of 3.0 µm. The single structure splits into two structures, elastic and plastic waves, at the depth of 3.0 µm, and the shock wave with the two-wave structure propagates into the deeper region. Figure 9 shows the hardness in the BM region in the DryLPed 2024 aluminum alloy as a function of the depth measured using nanoindentation (ELIONIX, ENT-1100a, Japan) with an applied load of 1 mN and loading time of 2 s. The increase in hardness is more significant at a depth of 3 µm from the surface rather than depths of 3-20 µm, although the hardness increased in the surface layer with 20 µm thickness. The thickness of the significantly hardened layer of 3 µm corresponds to the thickness of 3.0 µm where the shock wave with the single structure propagates. This implies that the single structure induces plastic deformation more effectively, thereby increasing the hardness. A high-density-dislocation structure, shown in Figure 8a , was formed in a layer where the shock wave with the single structure propagates, because dislocation generation, rather than dislocation multiplication, was dominant [9, 10, 46] . 
Conclusions
The effects of DryLP on the hardness, residual stress, and fatigue performance of laser-welded 2024-T3 aluminum alloy were investigated. After DryLP treatment, the hardness of the softened WM recovered to that of the original BM, while tensile residual stress in the WM and HAZ changed to compressive stress. DryLP treatment improved the fatigue performances of welded specimens with and without reinforcement almost equally. Positive factors (hardening and introduction of compressive residual stress) induced by DryLP had a larger effect on the mechanical properties than negative factors (stress concentrations near defects at lower stress amplitudes). Therefore, DryLP is expected to be more effective in improving the fatigue performance of laser-welded specimens with weld defects at lower stress amplitudes. Combining high-speed laser welding with DryLP is expected to be a suitable strategy for replacing other welding processes, resulting in high productivity. This combination could be applied in various industrial fields, such as the automotive, rail, aircraft, and space industries.
